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Dive straight into the heart of combat with the Melee Tactics Toolbox! Featuring tons of

never-before-seen rules options including new feats, equipment, spells, and magic items, this

sourcebook contains everything you need to go toe-to-toe with Golarionâ€™s most dangerous foes.

Whether youâ€™re guarding your partyâ€™s spellcaster from hordes of goblins or wrestling runaway

criminals to the ground, the Melee Tactics Toolbox is your go-to source for tips, tactics, and much

more!
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Originally posted at www.throatpunchgames.com, a new idea everyday!Product-Pathfinder Player

Companion: Melee Tactics ToolboxSystem- PathfinderProducer- PaizoPrice- $12 here

http://www..com/gp/product/1601257325?keywords=melee%20tactics%20toolbox&qid=1444860587

&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1TL; DR- a one-feat-book 77%Basics-Why do it from afar when you can hurt

them up close! Melee Tactics Toolbox provides every up close and personal character with several

new options ranging from spells, items, feats, class options, and even new archetypes much live

every other player companion product.Mechanics or Crunch-This is a major crunch book for

players, but I wasnâ€™t amazed. There are several new options, but nothing here immediately

made me want to build a character based around that theme. Some of the new options seem like

new expectations just for expansion sake as the archetypes underwhelmed me like the rogue

archetype that strips out all the rogue powers that make a rogue a rogue. Nothing here is objectively

bad, but itâ€™s not as amazing as I expected. 4/5Theme or Fluff-This book has a bit of theme, but



not as much as I wanted. You get a few bits and pieces but not near as much as the world books

the Paizo puts out. It feels light. 3.5/5Execution- This book has a ton it it, but it feels a bit

overstuffed. There are many things in the book, but it feels a bit like things were thrown in because

of the melee thing and that was the sole reason that they made the cut. So, things didnâ€™t flow as

well as other books. Also, much of the execution was a bit off as there were a few too many walls of

text to really draw me into and through the book.
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